
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
X9Ware LLC Announces X9Assist R2.11 Including Enhanced Search and Repair 
 
ST. LOUIS,  Missouri (March 7, 2014) - X9Ware LLC announces the availability of X9Assist R2.11 (our 
Check21 image exchange toolkit) which includes numerous enhancements to our Search, Find, Repair, 
Make, Generate, Modify, and Validation tools, as well as general usability improvements. 
 
The Search facility has an improved user interface that allows individual x9 fields to be easily selected 
at either the record or field level basis. Search can now look for substring values within a field on either 
a leading, trailing or contains basis without having to revert to using the more complex RegEx function.  
Search also includes a new substring based replace function, which can be very helpful when creating 
test data for specific data scenarios.  Similar to the current Find tool, Search can now create a filter of 
selected items that can be used for review and optional export to PDF or Excel.   
 
The Repair facility has an improved user interface which allows repairs to be easily targeted at the 
record or field level, instead of the more general category levels as previously defined. This 
enhancement provides much more control over the record types and fields that will be repaired. As of 
R2.10, you can use the Modify log to review the before and after value for every repaired field.  The 
modify log can also be exported to an external file, exported to Excel, or printed as a PDF.   
 
The Error Detail tab enhancements provides additional information for error items. This includes the 
item amount, item sequence number, item routing, cash letter identifier, cash letter amount, cash letter 
date, bundle identifier, bundle amount, BOFD routing, BOFD date, and BOFD sequence number. This 
new information can be exported to Excel or PDF in support of enhanced reporting.   
 
Make/Generate enhancements allow the assignment of bundle cycle number and the bundle user field. 
New bundles are automatically started when either of these data elements are identified as changed.   
 
Various usability improvements have been implemented.  New short cut (accelerator) keys are now 
available for all major functions.  For example, Make can be initiated using Shift+M and Exit can be 
initiated using Alt+X.  As part of these changes, short cut keys are now provided for virtually all action 
buttons throughout the application. Another usability improvement is the addition of a file summary box 
to the recent file list, which provides high level information for each recently processed file.  
 
A complete list of R2.11 enhancements can be found at www.x9ware.com.  Go to Contact Us and then 

Release History.  An evaluation copy of X9Assist can be downloaded from our website (visit our 
Download section).  A full function version can be made available for an extended evaluation period 
upon request; please write to x9assist@x9ware.com.  
 

About X9Ware LLC 

X9Ware LLC (www.x9ware.com) provides extensive tools for users of the various x9.37 file 

specifications. The product line extends from a free x9 viewer to tools that include validate, 

modify,  make, generate, scrub, import, export, and a host of other x9 support and reporting 

functions.  X9Ware LLC strives to offer the best tools in the industry and also offers consulting 

services that are based on our 35 years of industry experience.  

 
Contact  

Lowell Huff 

lowell.huff@x9ware.com 

314-580-3465 
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